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Abstract— We study the problem of communication 

establishment for reliable many-to-many communications. 

The problem is inspired by the proliferation of large-scale 

distributed file systems supporting parallel access to multiple 

storage devices. Parallel Network File System (pNFS), which 

makes use of protocol to establish parallel session 

communications between clients and storage devices. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Parallel NFS is a part of the NFS standard that allows 

compute clients to access storage devices directly and in 

parallel. The pNFS architecture eliminates the scalability and 

performance issues associated with NFS servers deployed 

today. This is achieved by the separation of data and 

metadata, and moving the metadata server out of the data 

path. High-performance data centers have been aggressively 

moving toward parallel technologies like clustered 

computing and multi-core processors. A consortium of 

storage industry technology leaders created a parallel NFS 

protocol as an optional extension of the NFS standard. pNFS 

takes a different approach by allowing compute clients to read 

and write directly to the storage, eliminating filer head 

bottlenecks and allowing single file system capacity and 

performance to scale linearly. 

All this requires only a small fraction of increased 

computation overhead at the client. The problem is raised by 

the proliferation of large scale distributed file system 

supporting parallel access to multiple storage devices. Our 

work focuses on current Internet standards for such file 

systems, i.e. the parallel Network File System , which makes 

use of Reliable to establish parallel session keys between 

client and storage devices. 

General Parallel Files System. Which are usually 

required for advanced scientific or data intensive applications 

such as digital animation studios, computational fluid 

dynamics, and semiconductor manufacturing. In these 

environments, hundreds or thousands of file system clients 

share data and generate very much high aggregate I/O load 

on the file system supporting pet bytes or terabytes scale 

storage capacities. Independent of the development of the 

cluster and high performance computing, the emergence of 

clouds and the Map Reduce programming model has resulted 

in file system such as the  Distributed File System. In parallel 

file systems, the file data is distributed across multiple storage 

devices or nodes to allow concurrent access by multiple tasks 

of a parallel application. 

In this work, we investigate the issue of the secure 

many to many communications in the large scale network file 

systems which support parallel fetch to multiple storing 

devices. That we considering the communication model 

where there are a large number of the clients accessing 

multiple remote and distributed storage devices in parallel. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Farsite:  

Federated, Available, and Reliable Storage for an 

Incompletely Trusted Environment. AUTHORS: R.  Datta, 

D. Joshi, J. Li, and J. Wang Description: This paper Farsite 

provides the file availability and reliability with the help of 

randomized replicated storage. They ensure the secrecy of the 

file contents with the help of reliable techniques [1]. P.R. Hill, 

C.N. Canagarajah and D.R. Bull Description : They also 

maintain the integrity of the file and the directory data with a 

Byzantinefault-tolerant protocol. They designed a system 

which is scalable by using a distributed hint mechanism and 

delegation certificates for path name translations and also 

achieve good performance by locally caching file data, lazily 

propagating file updates, and varying the duration and the 

granularity of the content leases [2]. Kaitai Liang, Joseph K. 

Liu, Rongxing Lu, Duncan S. Wong Description : Farsite is 

designed to support the files and also the I/O workload of 

desktop computers in a large company or university. It 

provides availability and reliability through replication 

privacy and authentication; integrity through Byzantine-

fault-tolerance techniques; consistency through leases of 

variable granularity and duration; scalability through 

namespace delegation; and reasonable performance through 

client caching, hint based pathname translation, and lazy 

update commit [3]. Block Level for Network-Attached Disks 

AUTHORS:          P. Klemperer, Y. Liang, M. Mazurek, M. 

Sleeper Description : They propose a practical and efficient 

method for adding security to network-attached disks 

(NADs). Their design requires no changes to the data layout 

on disk, minimal changes to existing NADs, and only small 

changes to the standard protocol for accessing remote block-

based devices. They have implemented a prototype NAD file 

system, called Snap dragon that incorporates their ideas. They 

also evaluated Snapdragon’s performance and scalability[4]. 

D. Liu, X. S. Hua, M. Wang and H. J. Zhang Description : In 

this paper they have presented a new block-based reliable 

scheme for network-attach disks (NADs). In contrast to 

previous work, their scheme requires no changes to the data 

layout on disk and only minor changes to the standard 

protocol for accessing remote block-based devices [5]. M. 

Bellare, D. Pointcheval, and P. Rogaway Description: 

reliable-based protocols for authenticated key exchange 

(AKE) are designed to work despite the use of reliable drawn 

from a space so small that an adversary might well enumerate, 

off line, all possible reliable. While several such protocols 

have been suggested, the underlying theory has been lagging. 

The author begin by defining a model for this problem, one 

rich enough to deal with reliable, forward secrecy, server 

compromise, and loss of session keys 
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III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

In data transmission, the techniques of time division, where 

time separates the transmission of individual bits of 

information sent serially and space (in multiple lines or paths) 

can be used to have multiple bits sent in parallel. 

 Time Take to transfer: Large file take more time to 

transfer data from server to client machine.  

 Manual setup: We have to start install setup by one at 

time so more time need to installation for more than on 

node.  

 Time consuming for process: Existing system more time 

consuming because of slow speed.  

 No security : Data is not secure in existing system. • No 

reliable and Flexible: Existing system is not reliable so 

any time break down may be occurs and not flexible for 

extend in future. 

 More Complex to handle network: File system which is 

shared by simultaneously mounted on multiple server. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture Parallel Session 

The parallel sessions are the parallel reliable 

sessions between the clients and storage devices which are in 

the parallel network file system. These are the current internet 

standards in an efficient and scalable manner. These are 

similar to the situations where once the adversary 

compromises the long-term secret key, it can learn the 

subsequence sessions. If an honest client and an honest 

storage device complete the matching sessions then they 

compute the same session key. Secondly two of our protocols 

provide forward secrecy: one is partially forward reliable 

with respect to multiple sessions within a time period.  

Grouping: 

1) Single Group- We can transfer a data in single group. 

2) Multi Group- We can transfer a data in more than one 

group. 

3) Selected Node- We can transfer a data to selected node 

in group. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

When file data for a single NFS server is .stored on multiple 

and/or higher-throughput storage devices, the result can be 

significantly better file access performance. Since a file 

system object, such as its name, location within the 

namespace, owner. Our protocols offer three appealing 

advantages over the existing Reliable-based pNFS protocol. 

our protocols can reduce the workload of the metadata server 

by approximately half compared to the current Reliable-based 

protocol, while achieving the desired security properties and 

keeping the computational overhead at the clients and the 

storage devices at a reasonably low level. In many to- many 

communications in large-scale network file systems that 

support parallel access to multiple storage devices. That is, 

we consider a communication model where there are a large 

number of clients accessing multiple remote and distributed 

storage devices in parallel. Particularly, we focus on how to 

exchange key materials and establish parallel reliable 

sessions between the clients and the storage devices in the 

parallel Network File System. The development of system 

thus it shares many common features and is compatible with 

many existing commercial/proprietary network file systems. 

Our project work is to design efficient and reliable data 

exchange protocols that meet specific requirements of pNFS. 
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